
This is a rare opportunity to acquire a nationally recognised, award-

winning printing business.

As one of the UK’s leaders in their field, their strengths are in a broad mix

of magazine, catalogue, books, and digital print as well as offering online

digital delivery. An experienced team are in place to deliver the highest

quality service levels as well as the highest quality print and finishing.

 

The clients are a wide range of businesses, spread across several varied

sectors with good client concentration levels. 

The business offers considerable growth opportunities to the right

acquirer, whilst the strength of its formidable reputation;

comprehensive range of print solutions and long-established client

relationships underpins the continued success of this company. 

This is an ideal opportunity for a large player in the print market looking to

expand quickly with the addition of a well-managed, reputable self-

sufficient business or looking to increase bottom line through acquisition

and rationalisation. 

As a standalone investment, the business has maintained its presence

and performance through multiple generations and with a strong

infrastructure exits the pandemic in a healthy position due to its robust

markets and decisive and strong management over the past 18 months 

This business opportunity is an excellent investment consideration at a

time when mergers and acquisitions can provide exciting opportunities

for growth acceleration and improved profitability. 

Award winning, multi-disciplined print
business.

Opportunity to acquire one of the UK’s most reputable brands

and leading print company.

More than £10m sales turnover with an EBITDA £1.4m

ACQUISITION OPPORTUNITY 

Highlights include:

A full profile is available once a non-disclosure agreement has been signed.

For further details please contact: Steve Phillips: 0118 338 1818 -  info@thebusinessboard.co.uk

*Above information is provided by the seller. The Business Board makes no representation or warranty as

to the accuracy, completeness, or reasonableness of this information.

www.thebusinessboard.co.uk

Regular repeat business

Diverse spread of customers across large variety of sectors

Strong second tier management

Long established business with excellent systems and processes in place

Well invested state of the art plant

Skilled, loyal, long-serving team


